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Abstract

Here we summarize work done in [4],[5],[6] and [3]. In the first of these
papers, we define Gowers norms for measures and establish their basic
Fourier-theoretic properties. In [5], we introduce a geometric/harmonic-
analytic strengthening of the notion of uniformity, called higher-order
Fourier dimension, and we obtain a quantitative convergence rate for mea-
sures in Uk in terms of the k − 1st order Fourier dimension. In [6], we
leverage these results to obtain k+ 1-term progressions in sets with suffi-
ciently high k-th order Fourier dimension. In [3], we prove a differentiation
theorem for measures with high enough higher-order Fourier dimension by
combining standard techniques with the same kind of structural control
we exploited to demonstrate progressions.

0 Resumen

In [7], Gowers introduced for every integer k what have become known as
Gowers or uniformity norms ‖ · ‖Uk(G) on the cyclic groups G = ZN in
order to control k+1-term linear patterns such as arithmetic progressions,
i.e., patterns of the form

a, a+ b, a+ 2b, . . . , a+ kb

If we define for a (for simplicity, real-valued) function f ∈ L∞(G) the
operator f 7→ 4kf given by

4kf(x;u) =
∏

ι∈{0,1}k
(x− ι · u) (1)

then the Uk norm of f is defined as

‖f‖Uk(G) :=

(∫
4kf(x;u) dx du

) 1
2k

(2)

Note that this makes sense in any abelian group G.
These norms arise when a natural algorithm based in Cauchy-Schwartz

is applied to the multilinear expression

Λk(f0, . . . , f1) :=

∫
f0(x)f1(x− r)f2(x− 2r) · · · fk(x− kr) dx dr (3)
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The algorithm starts with (3), and bounds a previous output of

‖f0‖∞ · · · ‖fj−1‖∞

(∫
G×Gj

k−j∏
i=0

4jfj+i(x− ir;u≤j) du dx dr

) 1
2j+1

(4)

by one of the same form but with j − 1 incremented to j, terminating in
a bound of

‖f‖∞ · · · ‖fk−1‖∞‖fk‖Uk (5)

So if a function fk has a very small (k−1st order) uniformity, then for
any bounded f1, . . . , fk−1 there cannot be very many progressions with
final term contained in fk in the sense of (3). Specializing to fi = 1E for
each i where E is some set, we can conclude that if E is very uniform, E
cannot contain very many arithmetic progressions, since in this case (3) is
just the measure of

⋃
r∈GE ∩ (E + r) · · · ∩ (E + kr), which contains only

points belonging to an arithmetic progression contained in E.
Similarly, some combinatorics allows us to write

Λk(g1, . . . , g1)− Λk(g2, . . . , g2) (6)

as a sum of terms of the form Λk(f1, . . . , fk−1, g1 − g2) where each fi
is either g1 or g2; this means that if we know that g1 − g2 has very
small Uk norm, and that Λk(g2, . . . , g2) has many progressions, then the
bound (4) will be small enough to provide a non-trivial lower bound on
|Λk(g1, . . . , g1)|, showing that g1 contains k-term progressions.

1 Gowers norms for singular measures

In [4] we show that the Uk norm for functions on T (or equally on Td)
may be extended to one on singular measures. Inspired both by ergodic
theory and the intersections of measures from geometric measure theory,
given a measure µ on T, for some approximate identity φε we define a
measure

µ[k] : g 7→ lim
ε→ 0

∫
g(x, u)φε ∗ µ[k−1](x− uk;u′) dµ[k−1](x;u′) duk (7)

where dµ[k](x;u) reduces to 4kf(x;u) in the case that dµ = f dx.
We then define

‖µ‖Uk :=
(
µ[k](Tk+1)

) 1
2k (8)

Showing that this measure exists, generalizes 4kf , determining it’s
Fourier transform, and showing that the Uk norm is always in [0,∞] is
the first part of the paper.

The second is establishing a higher-order Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
for the corresponding higher-order inner product which gives rise to ‖·‖Uk ,
and the tools we develop to do so have wider utility, as we see in [5].
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2 Higher order Fourier dimension and fre-
quency decomposition

In [5], we begin by introducing a higher-order Fourier dimension for sin-
gular measures on T or R (or Rd).

The classical Fourier dimension is given by

dimF µ = sup
{
β ∈ [0, d] : |µ̂(ξ)| . |ξ|−

β
2 for large|ξ|

}
(9)

The Fourier dimension is always bounded above by the Hausdorff dimen-
sion. It is believed that for any reasonable notion of “typical measures” or
“typical (measureable) sets”, the Hausdorff dimension and Fourier dimen-
sion coincide. Informally, in order for the Fourier dimension to be small,
much of the mass of µ must be concentrated along an infinite sequence
of level sets of exponentials (in order to avoid cancellation leading to a
quickly decaying Fourier transform, and thus a larger Fourier dimension).
For instance, self-similar cantor sets have Fourier dimension 0. Random
cantor sets have Fourier dimension equal to their Hausdorff dimension
(see, i.e., [1]).

The U2 norm of µ is controlled by the Fourier dimension of the measure
µ. The Uk norm for higher k is not. Instead, we introduce a “higher-order”
Fourier dimension, given by setting the higher-order Fourier dimension of
the measure µ on Td to essentially be the classical Fourier dimension of
the measure µ[k] on T(k+1)d (divided by k+ 1 to account for the fact that
µ is on Td and not T(k+1)d).

Based on the work in [4], the higher-order Fourier dimension and corre-
sponding decay is immediately seen to control the higher-order uniformity
norms.

The next step in the paper is to establish a decomposition of the Uk

norm into a part coming from low frequencies of the µ[k−1]’s from which
it is built, and the part coming from the high-frequencies.

We show that the Uk−1 norm controls the low frequency part of Uk

to a useful extent, whereas the high-frequency part can be controlled
by an assumption of higher-order Fourier dimension, but this requires
substantial work both in frequency space and physical space, and in the
end we cannot obtain the optimal decay in our main result, which states
that if µ has a k−1st order Fourier dimension of β, then setting µn = φn∗µ
for a certain mollifyer φn, we have that ‖µ− µn‖Uk . 2−rkn for positive
rk depending on the higher Fourier dimension of µ. We would, of course,
like for rk = dimF[k] µ or a close multiple thereof, but do not obtain this.

3 Long progressions in sets of fractional
dimension

In [6] we use the results of [4] and [5] to show that if the measure µ on R
has high enough k − 1-st order Fourier dimension, then the support of µ
contains k + 1-term progressions.
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We also show that the set of common differences b of the k-term pro-
gressions a, a+ b, . . . , a+ (k−1)b in the support of µ actually has positive
measure.

The approach essentially breaks µ into approximating pieces µn sup-
ported on the frequency side on B(0, 2n), and uses the tools of Gowers’
approach to Szemeredi’s theorem to control the difference in number of
progressions from one piece µn to the next µn+1 (here the main result es-
tablishing a positive decay of rk in [5] is important). We then “walk” from
a piece µN which we know by a version of Szemeredi’s theorem to contain
many progressions, all the way out to µ, and since we know the “distance”
of each step from a µn to a µn+1 is not too large, we can show that the
total distance from µN to µ is less than the size of the progressions in µN ,
showing that µ must still have some progressions.

4 A differentiation theorem for uniform
measures

In [3] we recast the “transverse intersections” / “internal tangencies”
paradigm of [2], [8] into a more explicitly bilinear/multilinear framework,
show that the “internal tangencies” portion of the argument is controlled
by some combinatorics and a Hausdorff dimension assumption and that
the “transverse intersections” portion, (which we write as a multilinear
estimate of the form∫

Ω′

∫
Ωk−1′

∫
f(x− y)f(x− b2y) · · · f(x− bky) dx db dy (10)

where the y, b2y, . . . , bky’s are restricted to fall into a (perturbation) of an
arithmetic progression and f = µn+1−µn), is controlled by an assumption
on the higher-order Fourier dimension of µ.

The first part is easy, as is the reduction of the problem to “tangent”
and “transverse” portions. Since uniformity norms control such linear
patterns as in (10), our work in [4] and [5] then immediately gives us
a bound (summable in n) on (10) in terms of the higher-order Fourier
dimension, and the reduction of the maximal inequality and resulting
differentiation theorem to the problem of obtaining such summable bounds
is standard.
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